
Editorial

This year marks the 2lst anniversary of Contrebis, with the
society itselfjust one year older. The sociay was established in
the spring of 1972 with the first journal published one year

later in May 1973.
ln this rather specialyear the committee and membership have

mrdo tho docision to change the name of the society to the

"Ltnctltor Archaoological and Historical Society". This has

bcon dons in ordsr to rofloct thc changing interests of the
mrmberrhlp lndood I fool it only reinforces the nature of the

lmturo progrrmmo ovor tho lart fbw years, The programme

hm rlwryr covorod hirtorical and industrial subjects as well as

nrchaoology for many years now.
'l'his issue of Contrebis carries on the good work.

Marie Bailey
Editor

Back numbers ofCONTREBIS may be obtained from the Hon.
Secretary Phil Hudson. Current copies may be obtained from
Lancaster CityMuseums, Market Square, LancasterlAl lHT.
Printed by the University of Lancaster.

A Medieval Pottery Kiln at Ellel, Lancashire

By Andrcw White

Introduction
In 1992 preparatory works for a gas pipeline from Carnforth
to Treales inNorth Lancashire revealed evidence for a medieval
pottery kiln in the parish ofEllel, five miles to the south east of
Lancaster, at SD50795500. The evidence was in the form of a
burnt patch, approximately 2m in diameter, together with a

dump ofkiln debris and a spread ofburnt material. It was found
during field survey work by Dr.I.P. Brooks for British Gas

during an initial phase of the construction (l).

Similar production sites have long been known at Docker Moor
in the parish of Whittington, eighteen miles to the north east,

and from recent finds within the centre of Lancaster, which
probably acted as the market centre for pottery products within
north Lancashire.

The site
The site ofthe pottery kiln lies in meadowland midway between

Ellel Crag and Middle Crag farms, close to the 400 foot contour.

The Ordnance Survey marks 'Old Clay Pit' less than half a
mile to the north west, while stone is quarried immediately to
the west of Ellel Crag.

No surface traces had been recorded previous to the work on
the pipeline, though the existence of documentary evidence of
the l3th century has been known for some time and makes the
discovery less unexpected. It seems very likely that there may

be further kiln sites to be found in the vicinity, at present under



pasture.

At the pipeline site five separate deposits were recognised by
Dr. Brooks. These were respectively:

68 An almost circular patch of orange/red burnt clayey sand
with a thin layer of potsherds, charcoal flecks and small pieces
of charcoal in a matrix of dark grey/brown clayey sand. The
context was about Zmin diameter.

69 A dump of ashy rakings to the east of 68, consisting of dark
greylbrown sandy silt with many flecks and small pieces of
charcoal and the occasional fragment of pottery. The natural
clayey sand below this context was slightly discoloured by
charcoalleaching downinto its fabric. It did not, however show
signs of having been heated.

70 A dump of 'kiln furniture' to the north of 68, consisting of
many fragments of pottery and shapeless clay pieces in a dark
grey/brown sandy silt matrix with many flecks and small pieces
of charcoal. This layer also contained a few pieces of vitreous
slag.

7l A concentration of similar material below context 70,
consisting of a consolidated heap, up to l5cm high, of pottery
baked clay and slag in a matrix of poorly fired clay. The layer
also contained several flecks and small pieces of charcoal. +
Surface and disturbed material from the whole site, but
principally from the spoil heaps in the immediate vicinity ofthe
other finds.

Although there arejoining sherds from several ofthese deposits,
suggesting that they are not only contemporary but even from'
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the same firing, I have kept the deposits separate for the
purposes of this report.

The contents of these deposits are briefly listed below:

bases walls handles rims kiln drawn

68 30
69 l0
70 52

71 2t
+ 104

Total 217

145 l 31 2

85 3 1l 1

69451 16

159t271
705 6 t24 2

1163 15 244 22

(e)
(7)
(21)
(20)
(16)

(73)

The material is interpreted as comprising the base of a clamp
or kiln, which was used, demolished , and the residue spread

over a wider area. The group 70 contained a large amount of
undrawable baked clay, referred to by the excavator as 'kiln
furniture', some with finger marks. This could be seen as being
derived from the broken up flooring of a kiln, or from its dome,
or from the packing of a clamp - the sort of pieces which might
have been pushed into holes to close them up.

Against this latter suggestion it should be remarked that the
great majority of potsherds were oxidised, so clearly the potters
were not as concerned about excluding oxygen as they would
be with intentionally reduced fabrics.

The evidence as to whether this was a clamp or a kiln is not
clear. No particular kiln structure was observed, but then it
might be quite flimsy and liable to be destroyed by subsequent



ploughing. On the other hand there is one sherd of a vessel

which may represent a tubular kiln-prop of the sort familiar
from a number of other kilns. In addition one or two sherds

fromjug- bases have clear stacking marks upon them. Stacking
in this way does not absolutely rule out a clamp firing, but does

imply a flat, even floor on which to stack and a good deal of
faith that as the fuel in the clamp burnt the carefully stacked
pots would not topple over.

Other pottery making sites in the area have produced similar
material and on balance I would judge in favour of a semi-
permanent kiln.

Other Medieval kilns

The best known pottery production site in north Lancashire is
that at Docker Moor in the parish ofWhittington. In the course

ofthe last eighty years a number ofkilns have been found here

extending over a considerable area (2), (3), (4), (5) Although
none have been excavated in recent times the evidence points
to permanent kiln structures, rather than to clamp kilns. The
site, long known as Potter's Hill, lies on a shoulder of barren
moorland in a remote corner of the parish, not far from the
Cumbrian border. The potters probably exploited the thin
deposits of boulder clay on the hill slopes. Evidence for kilns
has been found over a wide areato the North and east ofDocker
Hall

One site, on the edge ofDocker Moor itself,, seems to survive
as an earthwork, perhaps preserved by the lack of ploughing.
Further to the south east two sites investigated by the writer in
1984 had been under plough, if intermittently, for many
centuries. Here a thin deposit of baked clay containing
impressions of grasses and ferns seemed to be all that was left
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ofthe kiln floors.

Similar locations seem to be inferred for two sites in the Lune
valley, so far only known from documentary references. These

are at Caton (6), where a charter of c.1250 refers to land *which

Roger the Potter held" and at neighbouring Claughton, where

fields are recorded as Potter's Hill as far back as 1580 (5).

Both villages are on the steep south-eastern slopes ofthe valley,

where there are considerable deposits of Boulder clay as well
as shale still used for brickmaking. It is quite possible that these

sites are one and the same, since the place-names recorded on
the Ordnance Survey straddle the Caton/Claughton parish

boundary, and the exact whereabouts of Roger the Potter's
property is unknown.

The position of the site at Ellel is not unlike that at Docker
Moor, though not so elevated. Close by to the west is the stone

quarry atEllelCrag andthoughthe site nowlies in meadowland

it is quite possible that it was more marginal six centuries ago,

and hence more attractive to potters.

It has become clear in recent years that many potters worked
in the marginal land on the edge of moors and wastes, where

there activities could be carried out relatively free from
interference by the manorial authorities. The pottery industry

was clear$ considered to have a quality of nuisance, from its

smoke and its demands on clay and fuel, as well as the danger

of the worked-out clay pits it left behind. In more populated

regions these were the most co[rmon causes of presentation in

the manorial courts.



The pottery
(numbers relate to illustrations)

(l-16 are from unstratified contexts)
l. Frilled rim created by thumbing. Hard, buflorange gritty
fabric with quartz, haematite and limestone inclusions.
2. Smooth, buffi/brown fabric with some smoke-blackening
on exterior.
3. Grittybufffabric; light slip covered by a wasted glaze on rim
and inside. Incised pattern on rim.
4. Cornice-rimmed vessel. Buffgritty fabric with orange

surfaces and quartz, haematite and limestone inclusions.
5 Jug rim. Buffsandy fabric, darker surfaces.

6 Jug rim and handle. Buffcoarse fabric with reduced interior
and wasted glaze on exterior.
7. Fine bufffabric, fine quartz inclusions; some blackening of
exterior. 8. Hard fine sandy orange fabric, blackened on rim.
9. Fine sandy orange fabric, blackening on exterior.
10. Soft pink fabric with darker surfaces. Quartz and haematite
inclusions.
I l. Hard gritty fabric, reduced inside, brown outside.
12. Soft pink fabric, brown inner surface; wasted glaze.

I 3. Coarse orange sandy fabric, with large quutz and limestone

inclusions.
14. Very gritty overfired reduced fabric.
15 Hard smooth orange fabric, brown on exterior, lead glaze

below rim.
16. Hard gritty pink/orange fabric, reduced on outside.
(I7-25 are from context 68)
lT.Pale buffgritty fabric with some external smoke
blackening.
18. Pale buffcoarse sandy fabric with some external smoke

blackening.
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19. Reduced gritty fabric, reddish in fracture.
20. Pale buff fine sandy micaceous fabric with some external
smoke blackening.
21. As above.
22. As above.
23. Pale buff gritty fabric covered inside and out in wasted
glaze.

Z4.Pink coarse sandy fabric (diameter 220mm)
25. Bufffine sandy fabric with red/brown inner surface, glazed
on exterior.
(26-32 are from context 69)
26. Buffcoarse sandy fabric with large quartz inclusions.
27.Hard overfired orange/purple fabric with traces of wasted
glaze inside.

28. Soft buffsandy fabric with quartz inclusions.

29. Soft pink fabric with large quartz inclusions.

30. Hard pink sandy fabric; mis-shapen.

31. Hard pinVpurple sandy fabric.
32. Soft pink fabric with quartz inclusions.
(33-53 are from context 70)
33. Coarse gritty bufffabric with orange surfaces.

34. Coarse hard gritty orange fabric.
35. Buffcoarse gritty fabric with purple surfaces.

36. Pink coarse sandy fabric with quartz inclusions.
37. Hard gritty purple fabric with splashes of glaze inside and

out.
38. Pale buff hard gritty fabric with purple surfaces. Incised
pattern on rim.
39. Soft buff gritty fabric. Side handle from a bowl, pan or
urinal.
40. Buflorange hard gritty fabric.
41. Soft buflorange fabric with large qvartz inclusion. Cloth
finished?



42. Buff/orange hard gritty fabric.
43. Soft orange fabric with large quartz and haematite
inclusions.
44. Soft pink fabric with quartz inclusions.
45. Coarse gritty reduced fabric. Base from a closed form.
46. Yery coarse brown fabric with smoke blackening on exterior.
Fabric and voids in structure suggest this may be a kiln prop.
47.Pale buffgritty fabric with orange surfaces and glaze

drips.
48. Buffgritty fabric with fine quartz and haematite inclusions.
49. Pale bufffine gritty fabric with buflorange surfaces and
glaze drips on the interior.
50. Soft pink fabric with fine quartz and haematite
inclusions.
51. Jug rim. Pale bufffabric, darker surfaces and wasted
glaze.

52.Iugbase with thumb impressions. Fine buffsandy fabric.
53. Handle with thumbed ridges. Gritty bufffabric, wasted
glaze.
(54-73 are from context 7l)
54. Buff/pink gritty fabric.
55. Orange gritty fabric, purple inner surface with glaze

drips.
56. Pale fine gritty fabric; orange surfaces, wasted glaze inside.
57. Hard reduced fabric with oxidised patches; large black
(magnetite?) inclusions.
58. Jug with side handles. Coarse grey/bufffabric with green
glaze externally.
59. Pale soft orange fabric with quartz and haematite
inclusions.
60. Buff/orange gritty fabric with wasted glaze internally.
61. Hard orange gritty fabric with wasted glaze internally.
62. Partly reduced soft gritty fabric, brown surfaces. Wasted
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glaze on exterior.
63. Hard buff/orange gritty fabric with large qtrarlz
inclusions.
64. Jug orjar with applied iron-rich cordons. Smooth bufffabric,
green glaze on exterior.
65. Hard buffgritty fabric.
66. Pale buffhard gritty fabric, orange surfaces.
67. As above.
68. Soft buffgritty fabric with orange surfaces in places.

69. Hard gritty buff/orange fabric with quartz and haematite
inclusions.
70. Jug. Soft bufffabric with brown interior surface and wasted
glaze on exterior.
71. Hard, gritty buff/orange fabric with quartz and haematite
inclusions.
72.Hard bufffabric with darker surfaces. Quartz, haematite
and limestone inclusions.
73.Hard smooth bufffabric with orange surfaces and traces of
glaze inside.
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An Archaeological Evaluation at
Pye's Warehouse, Lancaster
by Denise Drury

Two phases of archaeological evaluation were undertaken in
November 1991 and June 1992 around Pye's warehouse by
the Lancaster University Archaeological Unit on behalf of W
and J Pye Limited in advance of a proposed redevelopment. In
Phase I a series of trial trenches were placed in the car and

coach park to the east of Damside Street, the second phase of
the investigation was concentrated in the vicinity of the
warehouse. The investigations were intended to assess the date,

nature and depth of any surviving archaeological stratigraphy.
Of necessity the majority ofthe trenches were deep, up to 5m,

and measured, on average, 4m by 2.50m; the trench sections
were supported by box shoring.
The warehouse is situated at the foot of Castle Hill, the site of
a series of Roman forts which date from the first century AD
onwards. The River Lune, to the north, almost certainly flowed
closer to the site of the forts than it does today and it has been

suggested that a harbour may have existed in this are4 protected
by one wall (known as the Wery Wall) of the fourth century
fort, which was aligned parallel to the river. The present
warehouse structure overlies the course of Bridge Lane, a

thoroughfare which led from China Lane to Lune Square, and

was associated with a bridge over the Lune which was referred
to from the thirteenth century onward.

Phase I
Five trenches were excavated in Pye's coach and car park, the
site of a former railway goods yard. The general sequence of
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